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Quaternary Geology and Soils
of Mower County, Minnesota
GERALD M. McCORMICK*

ABSTRACT- A complex series of sediments of diverse properties and origin m~e up the su:face material~ of
Mower County, Minnesota. The higher ridges are composed primarily of pre-W1sconsman t!lls. Inte:med1ate
elevations have layers ofWisconsinan pedisediments overlying the till. In some moderately low elevation areas
weathered limestone is near the surface along streams, and Wisconsinan till occurs along the west edge of the
county. Outwash plains and stream terraces occur at the lowest elevations along most rivers and streams. PreWisconsinan paleosols are common in some areas. A thin mantle of Wisconsinan loess covers all of the
sediments.

Introduction
During the past several years the U.S.D.A.-Soil Conservation Service and the Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station have been preparing a soil survey of Mower County,
Minnesota. The purpose of the soil survey is to provide basic,
practical information about the soils and la?dscapes f~r a
wide range of agricultural and land-use planmng. Geolog1cal
investigations are not a major purpose of the soil survey; however, an understanding of the surficial geology aids the progress of a soil survey. Also, many observations of geo.logical
interest are made during the regular procedures of so1l mapping. Although time and resources did not permit a thorough
investigation of many of the features encountered, much previously unpublished information has been gathered.
A great deal of research has been done on the glacial geology of eastern Iowa, which apparently has a history similar to
that of the Mower County area. Most of this research dealt with
correlation of the tills, paleosols, and loess into the usual fourfold glacial sequence (Nebraskan, Kansan, Illinoian, and Wisconsinan) and the three intervening interglacials (Aftonian,
Yarmouthian, and Sangamonian) (1). The paleosols, soils of
past environments, formed during one or more of the interglacials and during glacial periods in areas not glaciated. Very
little of the research on this subject has been done in southeastern Minnesota.
An extremely complex array of Quaternary sediments exists near the surface of Mower County. They vary greatly in
age, origin, and properties. Most of the complexity originated
when the land surface was strongly eroded. The erosion processes left a landscape consisting of areas of the older tills and
paleosols interspersed with areas of stratified erosional sediments, known as pedisediments.
The general soil map of Mower County (Figure 1) delineates the landscape patterns and geologic features that
formed during the Quaternary. It therefore provides a good
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framework for this discussion. Also, the use of this map helps
coordinate this report with the published soil survey (2). The
letters (A-G) of the following sections refer to delineations on
the map (Figure 1).

Materials and Methods
Detailed soil maps were inade of Mower County at a scale of
1:15,840. Soil borings were made approximately once in every 4 hectares. Depth of the borings mostly ranged from 1 m
to 2 m. Soil features examined included color, texture, consistence, depth to bedrock, organic matter content, natural
drainage, and landscape position. The standard methods and
terminology for describing these materials were used (3 ).
Soil boundaries were drawn on aerial photographs by interpretation of photo tones and stereoscopic examination. At
most places simple field examination of the soil materials was
made. Also, some samples were analyzed at the University of
Minnesota Soil Survey Laboratory, where particle size analysis was done by the pipet method and bulk density was calculated by the clod method ( 4).

Results and Discussion
A. Tnpoli-Oran-Readlyn association
Landscapes. The Tripoli-Oran-Readlyn association is on
nearly level to gently sloping landscapes in the higher portions of Mower County. Most slopes range from 1% to 3%.
Most elevations range from 1300 feet to 1440 feet, the highest
elevations in southeastern or south central Minnesota. These
uplands are the drainage divides between the Cedar, Root,
Wapsipinicon, and Upper Iowa rivers. A well-formed dendritic drainage system dissects the area.
Loess. Tripoli, Oran, and Readlyn soils formed in a thin
and uniform layer of loess overlying till. The loess is generally
about .5 m thick, but locally reaches 1 min thickriess in extreme southern Nevada and Adams Townships (T. lOIN., R.
16, 17W.). Its texture is mostly silt loam or silty clay loam. Most
other properties are variable because of soil genesis and mixing. The loess is Late Wisconsinan and is the surficial material
for all the other soil associations as well.
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Figure 1. Soil Associations of Mower County, Minnesota. The letters on the map refer to the corresponding subsections of the text.

Till. Till is the dominant material in the subsoil and substrata in this association. It was formerly called Iowan till, in
reference to a glaciation some geologists believed occurred
between the Illinoian and Wisconsinan glaciations. However,
Ruhe et a!. (1) demonstrated that the so-called Iowan till was
simply Kansan till from which the Yarmouth-Sangamon paleosol had been eroded. The erosion produced a new land surface, called the Iowan erosion surface (1). Ruhe (5) also
determined that the erosion occurred mainly 29,000 to 14,000
years ago, during the Wisconsinan glaciation. Hallberg (6),
who drilled a series of borings through the entire Pleistocene
sequence of sediments to the bedrock surface, confirmed the
basic findings ofRuhe eta!. (1 ), but he found an unexpectedly
complex series of tills and buried soils at greater depth. He
therefore terms the tills pre-Illinoian rather than Kansan, because a more specific time-stratigraphic classification awaits
more study. Boellstorff (7) also discusses similar problems
with pre-Illinoian stratigraphy.
The till in Mower County ranges from yellowish-brown
(lOYR 5/4-5/ 6) to olive-brown (2.5Y 414) in well-oxidized layers relatively near the surface. The till is unoxidized and very
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dark gray ( 1OYR3/l) below a variable depth, generally greater
than 2 meters. The texture of the till is mostly loam, with an
average of2.9% gravel (2 mm to 20 mm), 42 .8% sand, 31.4%
silt, and 22.4% clay for 10 samples from the lower B or C horizons ofthe soils, ranging in depth from 1 m to 1.5 m. The bulk
density is 1.7 g/cm 3 to 1.9 g/cm 3 at similar depths. The consistence of the till is firm when moist and hard when dry. The
depth of leaching ranges from about 1 m to 2 m.
The tills in Mower County have not been examined to a very
great depth. Therefore, it is currently impossible to determine with certainty how these tills correlate with those Hallberg ( 6) describes in east-central Iowa. However, the textures
of the Mower County tills are very similar to those Hallberg
(6) reports for the Hickory Hills Till Member of the Wolf
Creek Formation in his rock-stratigraphic classification. Since
that is the topmost till unit in east-central Iowa and the textures are so similar, they probably are the same. The other till
units Hallberg describes also probably exist in Mower County
and may outcrop on some hill slopes. A project similar to Hallberg's in Mower County would be of interest because the area
is 300 feet to 600 feet higher in elevation, is farther north, and
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is on more stable landscapes on major drainage divides than
the areas Hallberg studied. Additional units may occur here,
and a more detailed record might be revealed.
Frost wedges or similar structures are common in these
areas, although good exposures to view them are rare. Frequently fine or medium sand 1 m or more deep is encountered with a soil probe below the loess. However, less than a
meter away, till is frequently encountered at the same depth.
Presumably, the sand replaced ice as it melted from cracks
that formed by thermal contraction. Usually, frost wedges are
associated with permafrost, but interpretations are difficult to
make(8).
B. Racine-Ostrander-Floyd association
Landscapes. The Racine-Ostrander-Floyd association is
on nearly level to sloping landscapes at intermediate elevations. Most slopes range from 1% to 6%, and most elevations
from about 1250 feet to 1350 feet. These areas are distinct on
most detailed soil maps (2) because of their greater complexity. Delineations are smaller in size and more map units are
present in any given area. These areas are consistently lower
in elevation than adjoining areas of association A. Wellformed dendritic drainage systems are present.
Pedisediments. A wide range of materials lies beneath
the loess in these areas. The most common are pedisediments
and till. Pedisediments are present in areas of the TripoliGran-Readlyn association in small quantities, but they are
prevalent in this association . In some places very thin
pedisediment exists, with only a thin pebble band between
the loess and the till. In areas of the Racine and Ostrander
soils, the thickness of pedisediments ranges from a decimeter
to a meter or more. The pedisediments are usually roughly
stratified and have a wide range in texture. The most common
pedisediments are loam, sandy loam, loamy sand, or sandy
clay loam and are usually friable or loose in consistence when
moist.
Clyde soils also are common in this association and are
found in major drainageways. In some places Clyde soils have
silty sediments in the substrata, separated from the surficial
loess by a layer of pedisediments as much as .5 m thick. They
usually are silty clay loam or silty clay and are very uniform in
texture. The depth of these silty sediments is unknown, except that they are over 3m thick in some places. Their origin is
uncertain. Perhaps they are remnants of an older loess layer
and are preserved only at these intermediate elevations . .
Buried Organic Deposits. Buried organic deposits exist
in some areas of Clyde soils. These are usually at a depth of
2 m to 3 m and underlie loamy or silty pedisediments. The
buried organic deposits are below major upland drainageways, particularly in basin-like areas where several drainageways converge. They rarely exceed 1 m in thickness and have
a very irregular distribution, difficult to replicate in borings.
Either much of the organic material was eroded prior to
burial, or, perhaps it formed in a system of small channels.
The organic material often grades laterally into thin mineral
soil profiles. It is underlain by more pedisediments or paleosols.
Radiocarbon dating has been done on the organic material,
yielding a date of 28,590 ± 350 years before present (Beta1297). This date, combined with the association with silty
sediments, indicates that the organic material may be part of a
Farmdale soil (9), a buried soil that is widespread in areas of
loess in the Midwest. It differs from other Farmdale soils
mainly by its limited distribution and lack of a thicker loess
Volume 51 , Number 3, 1985/86

cover. Because pedisediments overlie the dated organic material, the radiocarbon date also indicates that a portion of the
pedisediments originated in Late Wisconsinan times.
Upland Sandy Sediments. Sandy sediments are common in the uplands of this association. They appear to be of
diverse origins. However, at any one site the origin is difficult
to ascertain with certainty without intensive field investigations. Some of these materials appear to be eolian. They typically take the form of low hills 2 m to 3 m high and are
composed of fine to medium sands. They usually lack recognizable external dune morphology, however.
Some of the upland sands appear to be ice-contact sediments of pre-Wisconsinan age. The ice-contact sediments
usually form hills 5 m to 20m high composed of gravelly sand.
They are most common in the northeastern quarter of Mower
County.
Some of the upland sands are outcrops of intertilllayers.
They occur on the sides lopes of major upland drainageways,
where they form low ridges of gravelly sand. Intertill sands in
Iowa are described by Hallberg (6, 10).
Near the city of Racine in northeastern Mower County, several outcrops of much older Cretaceous sands exist and are
considered to be part of the Windrow Formation, which includes a wide range of sediments (II). The sands are gravelly,
with well-rounded and polished coarser-fragments. At some
places truncated paleosols exist in the Cretaceous sands. Most
of the B horizons of the paleosols are strong-brown (7.5YR 51
6) loamy sands, sandy loams, or gravelly loamy sands, with
most of the fine fraction consisting of clay coats and bridgings
of sand grains. One area of these paleosols is on the upper
slopes in the SW 1/4 of Sec. 34, T. 104N., R. 14W. At this site a
layer of fragmented hard conglomerate also outcrops in the
lower slopes.
C. Schley-Clyde-Floyd association

Landscapes. The Schley-Clyde-Floyd association is on
nearly level landscapes in the lower elevations of Mower
County. Few slopes exceed 2% and elevations range from
about 1150 feet to 1300 feet. A dendritic drainage system is
present but is somewhat poorly formed.
Pedisediments. A diverse range of materials exists in the
subsoils and substrata of this area. They include pedisediments, paleosols, eolian sands, alluvial sands, and at least two
tills. All of these materials have complex distributions that are
difficult to associate with landscape features.
Pedisediments are the most common material in the subsoil and substrata. They vary greatly in properties, even within
short distances. A few generalizations can be made, however.
In the Lyle area (T. 101 N., R. 17 & 18W.) the pedisediments are
commonly loams or sandy loams that are low in clay. In the
southwestern parts of Adams Township (T. lOIN., R. 16W.)
silty materials become common. Strata of silt loam or silty clay
loam, as much as 1 m thick, are common in the subsoil and
substrata. The silty materials commonly are stratified with
thinner layers of loamy or sandy sediments. The surficial loess
of the region is separated from the silty pedisediments by a
thin layer of loamy or sandy sediments or a pebble band. The
maximum depth of any of these pedisediments is unknown,
although they are usually more than 1.5 m thick in this area.
Paleosols. Paleosols are common in areas of this association. They are buried only by the surficial loess and a few centimeters of pedisediments. The paleosols are highly
developed and are probably of Yarmouth-Sangamon age.
They are truncated by erosion; the A horizons are rarely
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present. Colors of the B horizon range from olive-gray (5Y 5/
2) or gray (5Y 511) to brown (lOYR 5/3). They are silty clay,
clay, or clay loam in texture. The consistence is very firm
when moist and very hard when dry. They are leached of carbonates to depths of at least 2 m and have a pH ranging from
4.5 to 6.5. The B horizon material commonly is uniform
throughout with a thickness greater than 1.5 m. Although this
may seem thick as compared with modern soils in the area,
similar paleosols in Iowa are as much as 6.5 m thick (10).
These thick profiles apparently formed in depressions on a
till plain where fine-textured sediments accumulated at a
slow rate, allowing pedogenesis to keep pace-a process
termed accretion-gley (9). Most areas where paleosols are
near the surface are mapped as Donnan, Stateline, or Riceville
soils.
In addition to these paleosols in areas of the Schley-ClydeFloyd association, a few areas of similar paleosols exist within
the Tripoli-Readlyn-Gran association. Most of these areas are
small and are located on or near major drainage divides at
high elevations. One large area occurs at Sec. 15, 22, and 23, T.
102N., R. 15W. Because these paleosols of the higher elevations are not continuous with the paleosols of the SchleyClyde-Floyd association, their correlation is not certain.
However, they are probably the Yarmouth-Sangamon paleosol. The paleosols across most of Mower County were removed during the formation of the Iowan erosion surface ( 1).
In areas of the Schley-Clyde-Floyd association, they may have
been preserved during the erosional period because of the
lack of slope. In areas of the Tripoli-Readlyn-Oran association,
a few areas of the paleosol were preserved on the high stable
divides where erosion, by the process of slope retreat, did not
reach them. This is the pattern to be expected if most erosion
occurs by pediplanation-the parallel retreat of slopesrather than by uniform landscape lowering (12).
Sandy Sediments. Low knolls and ridges of sandy sediments are common throughout the Schley-Clyde-Floyd association. They are composed mostly of fine or medium sands
and appear to be stabilized sand dunes from 1 m to 3 m high.
Though most of the knolls and ridges lack recognizable dune
morphologies, some appear to be longitudinal dunes, trending from the northwest. The soils surrounding the dunes
commonly have thin layers of loamy fine sand or medium
sand in the subsoil, separating the surficial loess from the underlying materials.
Tills. Till occurs in the subsoils and substrata in a few
places in this association. Most of the till is the same as that described previously. A reddish till also occurs in a few places,
ranging from strong brown (7.5YR 5/6) to reddish-brown
(5YR 5/4). Two locations of this till are theN 1/z of the NE 1/4 of
Sec. 1, T. lOIN., R. 18W. and the SW 1/4 of the NW 1/4 of Sec. 26,
T. lOIN., R. 17W. This till-primarily sandy loam or sandy clay
loam-is sandier than other tills in the county. It may be an
extension of the Hawk Creek till of the Superior Lobe (13),
which has not been reported in this area previously.
D. Sargeant-Brownsdale association
Landscapes and Sediments. The Sargeant-Brownsdale
association is on nearly level to gently sloping areas at elevations of about 1200 to 1300 feet. Well-formed dendritic
drainage systems exist. As in the Tripoli-Oran-Readlyn association, till is the dominant parent material for soils. Also,
pedisediments, paleosols, and sandy sediments are present in
small quantities.
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Soils. Sargeant soils are the most unique feature of this
area, having more strongly developed horizons than is typical. Sargeant soils, formed under forests, have light-colored
surface layers and well-formed eluvial horizons formed in the
loess mantle. The underlying till is strongly weathered. The B
horizons in the till are thick-greater than 2 m-and have
strong structures, peds with both clay films and coatings of silt
or very fine sand, mottles, and are strongly acidic. One explanation for such strong development is that forests were more
persistent in these areas, allowing forest soils to better form
here. Alternatively, it is possible that the weathered till is the
lower portion of a major paleosol that was mostly eroded during the Wisconsinan glaciation.
E. Marshan-Waukee-Hayfield association
Landscapes. This area consists of nearly level stream terraces and outwash plains. Elevations range from 1120 feet, the
lowest in the county, to about 1350 feet. Included within this
association are the Recent floodplains and the associated
alluvium.
Outwash Plains and Terraces. The Cedar River and its
western tributaries are paralleled by outwash plains formed
by meltwaters from the Des Moines Lobe during the Late Wisconsinan glaciation (14). The outwash plains are overlaid
with a loess mantle similar to that of the rest of the county.
Soils in this area are leached of carbonates to a depth of about
1 m. Most areas of the outwash plain have high watertables
during wet seasons because the outwash is relatively thin and
overlies finer sediments on which the watertable is perched.
Areas of the Marshan-Waukee-Hayfield association east of
the Cedar River apparently are stream terraces formed by material eroded from the till plains when the Iowan erosion surface formed. The terraces are present along most major
rivers, streams, and intermittent drainageways in the eastern
two-thirds of Mower County. They usually begin near the
point where the stream has cut a valley about 10m below
adjacent ridge tops. The terraces commonly are dissected,
often to the point where only scattered fragments remain.
The sandy materials usually are leached of carbonates to
depths greater than 1.5 m, although the depth seems to vary
considerably.
At a few places frost wedges are visible in gravel pits within
this association. A particularly large frost wedge occurs in a
gravel pit in the SE 1/4 of Sec. 36, T. 102N., R. 16W. It is about
4 m wide and 5 m deep. It has very sharp borders, and strata in
the enclosing sands are upturned where they intersect the
wedge.
F. Rossjield-Faxon-Winneshiek association
Landscapes. The Rossfield-Faxon-Winneshiek association
is on nearly level to sloping landscapes controlled by the underlying bedrock. Some areas are nearly level terraces and
some are sloping valleys. Elevations range from 1320 to 1200
feet.
Bedrock Weathering. Most of the soils in these areas are
underlain by weathered bedrock at a depthof about 1 m. Most
of the bedrock is the Cedar Valley Formation, which is primarily Devonian dolomitic limestone.
Although the stratigraphy of the Cedar Valley Formation
has been carefully described (15), little mention has been
made of its unique weathering profile. Beneath the loess
mantle the first layer is a brown (lOYR 413) clay loam, often
called a residuum. Actually, this clay loam may be either a
pedisediment (16) or it may be ill uvial in origin (17). It is usually 5 em to 50 em thick, but is absent in some places. Below
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the clay loam is a layer of very soft, highly weathered limestone. Spades and soil probes can easily penetrate this weathered bedrock. It is composed mainly of silt-sized particles and
is white (lOYR 911 or 912) with mottles of yellow (lOYR 7/6 or
7/8). The soft bedrock ranges in depth from 15 em to at least
4 m. It grades gradually into harder bedrock, which is fragmented in the transition zone.
G. Blooming-Maxcreek-Havana association
Landscape. The Blooming-Maxcreek-Havana association
occurs on nearly level to rolling landscapes in the lower elevations, below 1350 feet, in western Mower County. Nearly
level areas are interspersed with irregularly sloping areas.
This area is an end moraine of the Late Wisconsinan Des
Moines Lobe (5 ), a glacier that advanced from the northwest.
Only a poorly formed dendritic drainage system exists and
this is the only part of the county where closed depressions
occur.
Loess and Soils. The soils in this area formed in a thin
layer of surficial loess and the underlying glacial till. The loess
is about .5 m thick and can be traced eastward without interruption from the moraine across the outwash plain and onto
the Iowan erosion surface. Thus, the loess mantle of Mower
County must be Late Wisconsinan.
The soils are leached to a depth of about 1 m and variation
is seldom more than 1 dm. The texture of the till is mostly
loam. Unlike the pre-Wisconsinan tills, it is friable when
moist.

Conclusions
A distinct relationship exists between elevation and soils in
Mower County. The highest ridges consistently are composed
of till. Soil patterns are simple in these areas. Below the
ridges, complex areas are dominated by pedisediments of
variable thickness, overlying the till. Still lower along some
streams are areas underlain with shallow bedrock. Next, areas
of terraces, often dissected, occur along streams or rivers. Finally, the lowest level consists of Recent alluvium on floodplains.
The Wisconsinan erosion cycle stripped most areas of paleosols and produced the stone lines, pedisediments, and
stream terraces in Mower County. The pedisediments and terraces are dissected. Also, organic deposits are buried within
the pedisediments in places. Thus, it appears that the Iowan
erosion period consisted of two or more cycles, although the
nature of the environment during the erosional periods is still
somewhat of a mystery, as noted by Ruhe (18).
Some say that the soils in the Mower County area are older
than those in the rest of Minnesota because they formed on
older tills. Acutally, the subject of age of these soils is rather
complex (5). Although it is true that the till is much older in
most of Mower County, the surface was severely eroded during the Late Wisconsinan glaciation, removing the soil entirely. In many areas of the pre-Wisconsinan tills, carbonates
are leached no deeper than 1 m, which is comparable to
leaching depths in most of the rest of southeastern Minnesota.
This indicates that the soils have formed since the end of the
Wisconsinan glaciation and they are therefore the same age as
most soils in the rest of Minnesota. In some areas, however,
the old paleosols still remain. Even at these locations, though,
Late Wisconsinan loess forms a surface mantle, and the surface and upper subsoil layers are the same age as most Minnesota soils.
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